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Hydrogen bonds play an important role in an overwhelming variety of fields from biology to surface and
supramolecular chemistry. The term “hydrogen bond” refers to a wide range of interactions with various
covalent and polar contributions. In particular, hydrogen bonds have an important role in the folding and
packing of peptides and nucleic acids. Recent studies also point to the importance of hydrogen bonding in
the context of second-shell interactions, in metal binding and selectivity in metalloproteins, and in controlling
the dynamics of membrane proteins. In this study, we demonstrate and quantify the modulation of fragmental
charge transfer from hydrogen-bonded ligands to a metal center, by employing our recently introduced molecular
potentiometer. The molecular details that affect this type of fragmental charge transfer are presented and a
path for transferring chemical information is demonstrated. We found that H-bond interactions in the extended
positions of axial ligands provide an effective means of modulating the amount of fragmental charge transfer
to a metal center, thereby dramatically influencing the electronic properties of the ligand, the binding affinity,
and the binding of additional ligands. The magnitude of fragmental charge-transfer modulation induced by a
single ligand-solvent H-bond interaction is comparable to those induced by covalent substitution, although
H-bond enthalpy is only on the order of several kilojoules per mole. Importantly, we find a significant change
in the ligand electronic properties, even for weak C-H‚‚‚OdC H-bond formation, where the bond enthalpy
is substantially lower than for conventional H-bond interactions. The excess fragmental charge transferred to
the metal center, deduced from the spectroscopic measurements, correlates well with the computationally
determined values. Our findings underscore the importance of second-shell interactions in the active sites of
enzymes, beyond the structural and electrostatic importance that is widely recognized today.

Introduction

Hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are among the most diverse
interactions encountered in and between molecules in the solid,
liquid, and gas phases. Although the interaction energy is
typically on the order of 12-30 kJ/mol for classical H-bonds,
the impact of such interactions on the chemical and biophysical
behavior of many systems is cardinal. Often, the accumulation
of a few moderate, or even weak H-bond interactions can
collectively affect the chemical reactivity and properties dra-
matically.1 There is an overwhelming number of publications
aimed at understanding various aspects and roles of H-bonding
in biological as well as synthetic systems. Accordingly, studies
involving H-bond interactions span many fields and approaches.
For example, in some studies, phenomenological statistical
analyses of structures are performed to obtain structural
parameters and classes of H-bonds. Other studies focus on the
biophysical activity of enzymes while studying specific mecha-
nistic functions of a particular H-bond found in the active site
or with single solvent molecules.2-12 Although such studies have
greatly advanced the understanding of the H-bond phenomena
and the role H-bonding plays in affecting the kinetics and
thermodynamics of proteins, experimental limitations still

obscure the direct elucidation of the electronic details of such
interactions for nonordered phases at the molecular level.
Difficulties emerge from both the intrinsic properties of such
interactions and the fact that the associated energy may be only
a few kilojoules per mole. Thus, the natural complexity found
in systems with H-bond interactions, combined with the lack
of an experimental observable for measuring the results of such
bonding at the electronic level, limits the quantitative study and
understanding of mechanistic details. Some of the valuable
experimental approaches currently used for measuring the
electronic perturbation related to H-bonding include X-ray
electron density deformation maps, IR frequency shifts used to
deduce H-bond enthalpy and charge transfer, and NMR chemical
shifts.13-16 Among other important functions, H-bonding has
been shown to directly affect the properties and reactivity of
redox centers in both biological and nonbiological catalysis.17-24

It has been suggested that the underlying mechanisms in many
H-bond-mediated reactions involve modification of the redox
center’s electronic density. Hence, quantification of the elec-
tronic changes induced by H-bond formation with direct
observation of the fragmental charge transfer involving ligands
and metal redox centers should both improve our understanding
of reaction mechanisms and progress the design of new catalysts.
We have recently introduced and developed the “molecular
potentiometer”, a molecular probe that enables measurement
of fragmental charge transfer between ligands and transition
metals.25,26Here, we expand this methodology to obtain a direct
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experimental estimate of the electronic effects induced at the
metal center following the formation of coordinated ligand
molecules that can form additional H-bond interactions with
the solvent molecules.

Measurement of Fragmental Charge Transfer Utilizing
the Molecular Potentiometer

A. General Procedure.Themolecular potentiometercan be
visualized as having two components. One component is the
electronicπ system of the bacteriochlorophyll (BChl), or a
modified BChl derivative. The chromophore frontier molecular
orbitals (FMOs) are mainly delocalized over the macrocycle.
The second component is a metal atom, chelated at the central
core of the macrocycle byσ bonding to the four nitrogen atoms
and functioning as an exchangeable “probe”. To a first-order
approximation, the two components are independent of each
other, except for electrostatic effects.27,28 Alterations in the
effective charge as well as in the effective covalent radius of
the metal modify the FMOs’ energies and the measured
transition energies of theπ system. These observations provide
a quantitative means for measuring fragmental charge transfer
between the metal and various axial ligands.29 We have
previously shown, experimentally and computationally, that
fragmental charge flow between [Ni]-BChl and various axial
ligands can be deduced from theQx band shift (∆EQx) as a
single experimental observable.25,26This is because the increase
in core size is essentially constant when comparing the
nonligated low-spin [Ni]-BChl and the various high-spin
(S ) 1) [Ni]-BChl‚(m)n complexes (wheren ) 1,2 andm is
a ligand molecule).25 This experimental gauge offers exceptional
sensitivity and accuracy with small experimental error limits
((0.005 e-), independently verified by comparison with ab
initio results.26 Here, we present a generalization of the
experimental system, showing accurate measurement of frag-
mental charge transfer to a metal center induced by additional
interactions with the environment, beyond the previously studied
metal-ligand binding. The generalized approach for measure-
ment of fragmental charge transfer between a metal center and
coordinating ligands (m) capable of forming additional interac-
tions with solvent molecules (s) to form (m‚‚s) complexes
involves the following steps:

(I) Refinement of the spectroscopic probe to achieve higher
chemical stability and better resolved spectroscopic data.

(II) Validation of the spectral linear response (∆EQx in energy
units) of the refined spectroscopic probe to fragmental charge
transfer between the metal and coordinating ligands by com-
parison of∆EQx values to those of the [Ni]-BChl derivative.

(III) Calibration of the spectroscopic response to charge units
by comparing spectroscopic and computationally derived frag-
mental charge-transfer values for a calibration set of complexes
where no specific ligand-solvent interaction is present.

(IV) Measurement of the spectroscopic response to binding
of ligand molecules that incorporate functional groups capable
of forming additional ligand-solvent interactions with their
surroundings, such as H-bond, halogen bonding, or other
chemical interactions.

(V) Derivation of the residual fragmental charge-transfer
quantities (∆Qresidual) transferred to the metal center because of
the specific ligand-solvent interactions studied (e.g. H-bond,
in the present study)

B. Application to H-Bond-Induced Fragmental Charge
Transfer. (I) Following the above general procedure, the [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me derivative was selected as the spectroscopic
probe (Scheme 1). We used this derivative because it is

significantly easier to prepare and handle compared to the
previously studied [Ni]-BChl derivative.30 In particular, re-
placement of the BChl carbomethoxy side-group by a proton
provides chemical stability and spectroscopic homogeneity by
preventing spontaneous epimerization and allomerization, typical
for the BChl derivative at this site.31,32 As a result, the
spectroscopic transitions for the pyrolyzed macrocycle are
narrower, providing superior spectroscopic response. The
improved accuracy has enabled measurements of small frag-
mental charge-transfers with a sensitivity of(0.003 e-. Ad-
ditionally, compatibility with a wide range of solvents is made
possible.

(II) The spectroscopic response of the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-
Me derivative to axial ligand binding was compared with that
of the [Ni]-BChl in order to verify that the linear response26

to fragmental charge transfer is preserved.
(III) Calibration for the solvent systems studied was per-

formed in two steps:
(i) ∆EQx values were measured for a set of coordinating

ligands having no H-bond-forming groups (m ) 6-12) (Scheme
3). In particular, we explored the effect of ligand-solvent
H-bond formation (Scheme 2) by systematically varying the
nucleophilic character of the solvent molecules in the series
s) 1-4, as well as by using a nonpolar solvent such as toluene
(s ) 5).

(ii) These∆EQx values were used as asingleexperimental
observable to correlate with calculated fragmental charge-
transfer values (∆NLig

NPA) using the simple equation:25

Where ∆NLig
NPA is the calculated fragmental charge transfer

using the NPA atomic charge scheme for the fully optimized
structures using HDFT methods, andRsolv(eV/e-) andâsolv(eV)
are the linear fit parameters (Table 3). As noted, the values of
the linear fit parameters,Rsolv andâsolv, depend on computational
methodology, the level of theory, the basis set, and the atomic
charge scheme.25,26 On the experimental side, these values
depend on the solvent properties.

(IV) ∆EQx values were measured for a set of coordinating
ligands having functional groups capable of forming H-bond
interactions in the various solvent systems (s ) 1-4).

(V) The H-bond-induced fragmental charge transfer to the
metal center was derived using the following analysis. The
predictedQx band shift (∆EQx

pred) for each H-bonding ligand in
the absence of ligand-solvent interaction was derived using
eq 2:

SCHEME 1: (a) [Ni]-BChl a Molecule (R ) Phytyl) and
(b) the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me Derivative

∆EQx ) Rsolv∆NLig
NPA + âsolv (1)

∆EQx
pred) Rsolv∆NLig

NPA + âsolv (2)
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where ∆NLig
NPA was calculated for the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-

Me‚(m)n complex as previously described, with no H-bond
interaction. The experimentally measuredQx band shift values
(∆EQx

obs) obtained from each spectroscopic component were
compared to the predictedQx band shift values (∆EQx

pred) for
the corresponding complexes to yield∆Qresidual values (Table
4).

The ∆Qresidualvalues obtained from this procedure correspond
to the difference between the calculated and measured systems,
namely the ligand-solvent H-bond interaction. To validate the
above procedure we also calculated∆NLig

NPA values for the
corresponding [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n complexes (for
s) 3), wherem‚‚s represents ligand-solvent H-bond interaction
included in the optimized structure and the subsequent charge
analysis, for the set of ligand molecules capable of forming
H-bond interactions. In this case,∆Qresidualvalues obtained by
eq 3 should be close to zero (within experimental error limits),
since the calculated system includes the additional H-bond
interaction and subsequent fragmental charge transfer.

The method described here provides information that is not
influenced by the intricate interactions in the bulk liquid, often
encountered in the study of H-bonding solvents. Furthermore,
the calibration procedure allows for the cancellation of system-
atic errors that may result from incomplete computational
treatment of the electronic interactions as long as this incom-
pleteness is consistent for the studied set of complexes. Using
this molecular tool, we report here for the first time the direct
experimental measurement of the amount of fragmental charge
transferred to the transition metal center upon H-bond formation
at the periphery of a conjugated ligand molecule. Remarkably,
we are able to report accurate charge-density contributions in a
solvent environment with no need for modifications such as
crystallization or other perturbations that may alter the studied
systems. Specifically, we find that the axial ligand’s conjugated
electronic system mediates the H-bond-induced charge transfer
to the metal center. We show that separation of the H-bond
donor group from theπ system, via short alkyl chains (e.g.,
-CH2-, -CH2-CH2-), blocks the associated fragmental
charge transfer. Collectively, our observations provide a quan-
tification of the electronic effect of solvent H-bonding to metal-
bound ligands. Such interactions “fine-tune” the electronic
density, with the potential to substantially modulate coordination
properties and, therefore, the catalytic activity of metal centers.

Materials and Methods

Synthesis.Pyrobacteriopheophorbide(PyroBPheid).BChl a
was isolated fromRhodoVulum sulfidophilumby standard

SCHEME 2: [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me with Axial Ligand
(m) Having H-bond Interaction with the Surrounding
Solvent Molecules (s) at Peripheral Ligand Positionsa

a The side view of the ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(17‚‚3)1) complex
is shown. (b) Examples of H-bond pairs studied: 4-hydroxypyridine
(13) and imidazole (17), ligands with 1,1,3,3-tetramethylurea (1), N,N-
dimethylacetamide (2), N,N-dimethylformamide (3), and acetone (4).

∆Qresidual) (∆EQx
obs- ∆EQx

pred)Rsolv
-1 (3)

SCHEME 3: Solvent and Ligand Molecules Used in the
Present Study and the Abbreviations Used Solvent
Molecules (1-5), Ligand Molecules with No H-bond
Donor Groups (6-12), with -OH Groups (13-16), with
N-H (17), and N-CH3 (18) Groups
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methods33 and used as a starting material for preparing the
corresponding BPheid. Then, PyroBPheid was prepared by
reacting BPheid (50 mg) in pyridine (5 mL) at 135-145°C in
a sealed ampule for 3 h.34a The mixture was evaporated,
redissolved in chloroform, and washed with acidified water
(HCl, pH 4.5). Finally, the organic layer was dried and
evaporated.

ESI-MS (-): 551.57 (M- 1) m/z.
PyroBPheid methyl ester (PyroBPheid-Me) was obtained

quantitatively by treatment of PyroBPheid with an ethereal
solution of diazomethane.34b

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.02 (5-H, s), 8.50 (10-H,
s), 8.45 (20-H, s), 5.13 and 4.96 (132-CH2, dd,JAB ) 19.8 Hz),
4.32 (7,18-H, m), 4.16 (8-H, m) and 4.06 (17-H, m), 3.65 (174-
Me, s), 3.53 (21-Me, s), 3.47 (121-Me, s), 3.19 (32-Me, s), 2.67
and 2.26 (each 1H, 171-CH2, m), 2.54 and 2.33 (each 1H, 172-
CH2, m), 2.39 and 2.12 (each 1H, 81-CH2, m), 1.82 (71-Me, d,
J ) 7.2 Hz), 1.76 (181-Me, d,J ) 7.3 Hz), 1.13 (82-Me, t, J )
7.3 Hz), 0.37 and-1.02 (each NH, s).13C NMR (chloroform-
d) δ: 100.6 (10), 98.6 (5), 97.3 (20), 56.4 (17), 53.2 (174), 52.6
(8), and 50.9 (18), 50.1 (7), 49.1 (132), 34.8 (32), 32.2 (172),
31.6 (81), 31.3 (171), 24.5 (71), 24.4 (181), 15.6 (21), 13.0 (121),
12.2 (82).

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me, One-Pot Transmetalation of PyroB-
Pheid Methyl Ester.PyroBPheid methyl ester was reacted with
cadmium acetate (40 mg) in DMF (4 mL) at 110°C for 30
min. Then, anhydrous nickel chloride (45 mg) was added to
the reaction mixture, resulting in almost an immediate conver-
sion into the nickel complex. The progress of cadmium and
nickel insertion was monitored spectroscopically by following
theQx bands (522, 588, and 540 nm) andQy bands (753, 771,
and 789 nm) for PyroBPheid-Me, [Cd]-PyroBPheid-Me, and
[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me in the reaction mixture, respectively. At
the completion of Ni incorporation, the solvent was evaporated
and the pigment redissolved in chloroform and purified on silica
column (CHCl3). Additional silica column chromatography
using CHCl3-n-hexane (2:1 vol) separated the product from
small impurities of nonmetalated PyroBPheid methyl ester to
yield 20 mg of [Ni]-PyroBPheid methyl ester (73%). ESI-MS
(-): 622.81 and 645.73 ([M]+ and [M - H + Na]+ for 58Ni),
with a characteristic isotopic pattern of Ni.

UV-Vis-NIR in CH2Cl2, (nm, RI): (338.6, 0.7), (392.2,
0.4), (537.3, 0.2), (785.6, 1.0).

Spectroscopic Titrations.Absorption spectra were recorded
on a CARY 5 UV-visible-NIR spectrophotometer. Typically,
2 mL of a 5µM [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me solution in dry solvent
was placed in a 10 mm optical pathway quartz cuvette that was
sealed with a Teflon-coated rubber septum. Ligands were
injected through the septum with a gastight microliter syringe.
Spectra at different ligand concentrations were recorded during
each titration. Factor analysis was employed to resolve the
spectroscopic components of non-, mono-, and bi-ligated species
as previously described.27,35 Liquids were used as received
(anhydrous), or dried over activated molecular sieves (Sigma)
according to Burfield et al.36,37Solid ligand molecules were of
analytical grade from Aldrich, Sigma, and Acros Organics, and
used as received in a freshly prepared solution.

Computational Methods. Metal Complexes.We have re-
cently studied several computational methodologies for calculat-
ing [Ni]-BChl in various coordination states.26 Based on our
findings, we used the hybrid density functional (HDFT) B3P86
with the Stuttgart and Dresden (SDD) basis set for calculating
structural and electronic properties for the nickel-containing
complexes. The SDD basis set, with double-ú quality in the

valence and “valence-1” shells, incorporates a singlef function
for Ni, and the double-ú valence basis set of Dunning on the
first- and second-row atoms. The RECP for Ni contains the
Darwin and mass-velocity contributions of Stuttgart and Dresden
(Ni, (8s7p6d1f)f [6s5p3d1f]).

Here we study the electronic character of axially ligated
chromophore ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n) interacting with
ligand molecules capable of forming specific H-bonds with the
surrounding solvent molecules ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n)
through functional groups at their periphery (Scheme 2). The
detailed QM treatment of the large molecular system described
here was made possible using the highly efficient RECP in
combination with HDFT. Notably, RECPs have been found to
be computationally very efficient and reliable approaches for
handling relativistic effects, which must be accounted for in
complexes involving nickel.38 In particular, the combination of
HDFT and RECP was found useful for evaluatingdifferences
between non-, mono-, and bi-axially ligated structures interacting
with various solvent molecules. The conformational analyses
of the molecular systems described here, including structural
and orbital arrangements as well as property calculations, were
carried out using a variety of computational techniques as
implemented in GAUSSIAN03.39

Each stationary point was uniquely characterized by calculat-
ing and diagonalizing the matrix of energy second derivatives
(Hessian) to determine the number of imaginary frequencies
(0 ) minima; 1 ) transition state). In cases where structures
with multiple imaginary frequencies were located, the corre-
sponding vibrational eigenvector modes were followed in order
to locate the global minimum. Zero-point vibrational energy
(ZPE) corrections, derived from the corresponding Hessian
calculations, were included in all reported energetics.

As discussed in previous work, we employed the NPA atomic
charge analysis method for charge analysis on optimized
structures.40 Computational charge-transfer values (∆NLig) for
the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚
(m‚‚s)n complexes were obtained by a summation of the atomic
charge values for the atoms of the axial ligand fragment (m)n

and ligand-solvent pairs (m‚‚s)n of the corresponding mono-
or bi-ligated complexes.

Ligand-SolVent Pairs (m‚‚s). The optimized structures and
properties of ligand-solvent H-bond pairs (13‚‚1), (13‚‚2),
(13‚‚3), (13‚‚4), (17‚‚1), (17‚‚2), (17‚‚3), (17‚‚4), (8‚‚3), and
(18‚‚3) were calculated using HDFT techniques.41 In particular,
we employed Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange func-
tional42 with the widely used Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) gradient-
corrected correlation functional.43 The combination of this
functional with augmented basis sets has been determined to
provide a relatively accurate estimate for conventional H-bond
interactions.

For all (m‚‚s) ligand-solvent pair calculations, the augmented
correlation-consistent (aug-cc) basis sets were used (B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ). The H-bond enthalpies include ZPE corrections
and thermal enthalpy corrections derived from the Hessian
analysis at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level (∆H values, Table
2). Basis set superposition error (BSSE) was derived using the
Boys-Bernardi counterpoise scheme.44

Ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) were
calculated and used for obtaining the change in electronegativity
(∆ø) and hardness (∆η) of the respective ligand-solvent pairs
(m‚‚s) relative to the corresponding free ligand molecule (m).
For the weak H-bond pairs, (8‚‚3) and (18‚‚3), a set of single-
point computations employing second-order Møller-Plesset
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perturbation theory (MP2) at the same reference geometry was
performed (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ).

Computational Results

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚
(m‚‚s)n Complexes.Full geometry optimization and Hessian
calculations were performed for 38 complexes of the types
[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n.
The complexes calculated contain typically∼100 atoms or more,
including the nickel atom. As has been shown, the HDFT level
of theory used (B3P86/SDD) accurately provides the electronic
effects and trends of the systems studied. Although this level
of theory would not be satisfactory for reporting absolute values
of the H-bond energies, the method serves well for comparison
of their relative values and energetics. For several of the weak
interactions we show the effects of (MP2), a known improve-
ment over HDFT. We are also currently investigating further
the use of ongoing MP2 parallelization strategies of the
computational chemistry package, GAMESS, for this purpose.
For calculating the changes in H-bond energies and metal-
ligand binding energies in this work, we considered the energetic
differencesbetween the non-ligated ligand-solvent pairs (m‚‚s),
and the corresponding bond energies of the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-
Me‚(m‚‚s)n complexes. Thus, we consider only the calculated
differencesin H-bond and metal-ligand bond energies at the
level of theory (B3P86/SDD) described in the Materials and
Methods section. Table 1 presents changes in H-bond interaction
energy (∆∆EHB) calculated by comparing the H-bond energy
for [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n and the corresponding (m‚‚s)
complexes. Changes in metal-ligand interaction energy (∆∆EML)
given in Table 1 were calculated by comparing the metal-ligand
bond energy for [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n and the corre-
sponding [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n complexes. The calcu-
lated fragmental charge-transfer values (∆NLig) for the metal
complexes are presented in Table 4.

Calculation of the Electronic Properties of (m‚‚s) Ligand-
Solvent Complexes.Data from these calculations are shown
in Table 2.

Experimental Results

Fragmental Charge Transfer of Ligands with Various
Solvent Molecules.Optical absorption spectra were resolved

by applying factor analysis techniques to three spectroscopic
components, corresponding to the absorption spectra of the
non-, mono-, and bi-axially ligated complexes as previously
described.27,35 ∆EQx values obtained from the spectroscopic
measurements with solvents1-5 are presented in Table 4.
The∆EQx values measured for various ligand molecules were
found to maintain almost perfect linearity (R2 ) 0.99) by
comparing the corresponding∆EQx values measured for [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-BChl‚(m)n derivatives, where
m corresponds to the axial ligand molecule, andn ) 1, 2 for
the mono- and bi-ligated complexes, respectively. Once the
above-mentioned linear response was established for the [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me derivative, we correlated∆EQx values with
calculated fragmental charge-transfer values,∆NLig

NPA, obtained
by applying a uniform computational treatment for all [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n types
of structures studied (B3P86/SDD, NPA charge analysis). These
correlations yieldedRsolv, âsolv values (Table 3) for ligand
molecules6-12 for each solvent (where solv) 1-5). Fits were
performed for ligands having no H-bond accepting groups at
the solvent environments for calibration. For ligand molecules
with no H-bond donor groups, we observed uniform shifts
reflected in variations ofRsolv and âsolv values for the entire
data set while maintaining high correlation quality between
∆NLig

NPA and ∆EQx values (R2 values, Table 3). As such, the
parameter fit fully accounts for the observed phenomenon. For
ligand molecules6-12 the ∆Qresidual values are around zero,
within experimental error limits (Figure 1a-g) with the excep-
tion of small positive values form ) 8, (Figure 1c). For the

TABLE 1: Calculated Changes in Interaction Energies

B3P86/SDD

complex

-∆∆EHB

hydrogen bond
(kJ/mol)

-∆∆EML

metal-ligand bond
(kJ/mol)

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(13‚‚3)1

10.0 10.5

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(13‚‚3)2

1.7 -1.7

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(14‚‚3)1

10.5 11.7

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(14‚‚3)2

4.6 1.7

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(17‚‚3)1

16.3 15.9

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(17‚‚3)2

9.2 5.9

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(18‚‚3)1

5.9 6.7

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(18‚‚3)2

2.1 0.4

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(8‚‚3)1

5.4 6.7

[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚
(8‚‚3)2

2.1 -0.8

TABLE 2: Computational Data for H-Bond
Donor-Acceptor (Ligand-Solvent) Pairsa

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ

H-bond type complex
-∆H

(kJ/mol)
-∆ø
(eV)

-∆η
(eV)

O-H‚‚‚OdC (13‚‚1) 31.0 0.54 0.77
O-H‚‚‚OdC (13‚‚2) 25.5 0.43 0.67
O-H‚‚‚OdC (13‚‚3) 24.7 0.37 0.60
O-H‚‚‚OdC (13‚‚4) 21.8 0.28 0.48
N-H‚‚‚OdC (17‚‚1) 22.2 0.43 0.66
N-H‚‚‚OdC (17‚‚2) 19.7 0.32 0.57
N-H‚‚‚OdC (17‚‚3) 18.4 0.27 0.51
N-H‚‚‚OdC (17‚‚4) 14.7 0.22 0.44
N-CH‚‚‚OdC (18‚‚3) 4.6 (11.7) 0.28 0.43
C-H‚‚‚OdC (8‚‚3) 0.1 (5.4) 0.20 0.46

a The calculated gas-phase H-bond enthalpies (∆H), changes in
electronegativity (∆ø), and hardness (∆η) attributed to H-bond forma-
tion relative to the corresponding non-interacting ligand molecule are
presented. The numbers in parentheses indicate the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ calculated enthalpy for the weak (C-H‚‚‚OdC)
H-bonds.

TABLE 3: Linear Fit Parameters ( rsolv, âsolv, R2) Obtained
by Best-Fit Analysis of the Measured∆EQx Values for
[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n Complexes and the Calculated
Charge Transfer (∆NLig) in Various Solventsa

solvent
Rsolv

(eV*e- -1)
âsolv

(eV) R2 STDV n

toluene 0.9253 0.0385 0.996 0.003 13
acetone 1.0407 0.0319 0.998 0.002 13
N,N-dimethylformamide 1.0297 0.0361 0.994 0.004 13
N,N-dimethylacetamide 1.0510 0.0305 0.995 0.003 13
1,1,3,3-tetramethylurea 0.9895 0.0390 0.998 0.003 11

a The number of data points used for each linear fit (n) and the
standard deviation (STDV) from the best-fit values are given.
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rest of the ligand molecules of the setm ) 6-12, ∆Qresidual

values do not indicate significant and consistent deviation
throughout the studied solvents, which is potentially indicative
of no specific interactions with the solvent molecules. In
contrast, for ligand molecules such as 4-hydroxypyridine and
imidazole, where there are H-bond interactions between the
carbonyl groups of a solvent molecule and the H-bond donor
group of the ligand, we observed a substantial red shift of the
Qx band. These shifts strongly depend on the ligand molecule
as well as on the solvent molecule involved.

Fragmental Charge Transfer of Ligands Possessing H-
Bond Donor (O-H) with Various Solvent Molecules.Spec-
troscopic titrations with axial ligands13-16 provided the
corresponding non-, mono-, and bi-axially ligated components,
as previously described. Unlike the results obtained with ligands
6-12 in the previous section, substantial positive values of
∆Qresidual were found for ligand molecules13 and 14 (Figure
2a,b) when the ligand-solvent H-bond interaction wasnot
considered in the calculated structure. This result is consistent
with the measurements performed with solvents1-4, indicating
that the calculated fragmental charge-transfer values (∆NLig

NPA)
for the corresponding [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n complexes
are systematically underestimated compared with the measured
band shift values (∆EQx

obs). Remarkably, the inclusion of
H-bond interaction with the solvent molecule at each of the
-OH positions resulted in an excellent agreement, as demon-
strated for [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(13‚‚3)2, and with a small
residual for the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(14‚‚3)2 complex (Figure
2a,b, respectively). The consistency of the substantially positive
values derived from the measurements carried out in four
different solvents indicates that these values are not due to
arbitrary errors. Therefore, we propose that the consistently
positive∆Qresidualvalues obtained for ligand molecules13 and

14measured with solvents1-4 reflect the amount of fragmental
charge transfer from the ligand to the metal atom as a result of
the H-bonding between the hydroxyl of the axial ligand and
the carbonyl of a solvent molecule.

The introduction of an alkyl spacer between the-OH group
and the conjugatedπ system in ligand molecules15 and 16
diminished the∆Qresidual values (Figure 2c,d). This result
supports our conclusions and indicates that the residual frag-
mental charge transfer observed for ligand molecules13 and
14because of H-bonding is mediated specifically via the ligand
π electronic system.

Fragmental Charge Transfer of Ligands Possessing H-
Bond Donor (N-H) with Various Solvent Molecules. For the
imidazole complexes we find substantial positive values of∆Q
residual for the calculated structures similar to those of the
complexes with ligand molecules13 and 14, where H-bond
interaction with the solvent molecules was not considered
(Figure 3a). Here again, inclusion of H-bond interactions with
solvent molecules at each of the-NH positions available for
each imidazole ligand resulted in excellent agreement between
the experimental and computational results, with∆Qresidual

approaching zero ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(17‚‚3)2, Figure 3a).
Thus, the corresponding positive∆Qresidualvalues are assigned
to the amount of fragmental charge transfer as a result of H-bond
formation between the-NH group of the axially ligated
molecule and the carbonyl group of a solvent molecule. Notably,
we find smaller, but substantial, positive∆Qresidual values for
the 1-methylimidazole complex as well ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-
Me‚(18)2, Figure 3b). This result indicates that the calculated
fragmental charge transfer in the corresponding [Ni]-PyroB-
Pheid-Me‚(m)n complexes is underestimated, analogous to our
findings with the conventional H-bonding imidazole and the
hydroxypyridine ligands.

TABLE 4: Calculated Fragmental Charge Transfer (∆NLig
NPA), Spectroscopically MeasuredQx Band Shifts (∆EQx), and

Residual Fragmental Charge Values (∆Qresidual) for the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me ‚(m)n Complexes

QM
experimental data

solvent(s)

B3P86/SDD 1 2 3 4 5

complex
[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me•

∆NLig
NPA

(e-)
∆EQx

(eV)
∆Qresidual

(e-)
∆EQx

(eV)
∆Qresidual

(e-)
∆EQx

(eV)
∆Qresidual

(e-)
∆EQx

(eV)
∆Qresidual

(e-)
∆EQx

(eV)
∆Qresidual

(e-)

no (6)1 0.111 0.151 0.003 0.146-0.001 0.151 0.001 0.142-0.004 0.141 0.000
(m‚‚s) (6)2 0.211 0.244 -0.004 0.250 -0.002 0.250 -0.004 0.248 -0.003 0.233 -0.001
H-bond (7)1 0.111 0.149 0.000 0.150 0.003 0.152 0.002 0.147 0.000 0.138-0.003

(7)2 0.214 0.251 0.000 0.253-0.002 0.255 -0.001 0.253 -0.001 0.234 -0.003
(8)1 0.112 0.150 0.001 0.153 0.005 0.157 0.006 0.150 0.002 0.148 0.007
(8)2 0.209 0.251 0.005 0.258 0.008 0.256 0.005 0.254 0.005 0.237 0.005
(9)1 0.114 0.153 0.001 0.148-0.003 0.144 -0.009 0.154 0.003 0.146 0.003
(9)2 0.214 0.249 -0.002 0.252 -0.003 0.261 0.004 0.255 0.001 0.235-0.001
(10)1 0.113 0.148 -0.003 0.151 0.001 0.154 0.001 0.151 0.001 0.141-0.002
(10)2 0.213 0.249 -0.001 0.258 0.004 0.256 0.001 0.254 0.001 0.237 0.002
(11)1 0.113 0.151 0.001 0.147-0.002 0.149 -0.003 0.149 0.000 0.141-0.002
(11)2 0.211 0.251 0.003 0.251-0.001 0.252 -0.001 0.251 0.000 0.234 0.001
(12)1 0.115 0.151 -0.002 0.147 -0.005 0.155 0.000 0.151-0.001 0.142 -0.003
(12)2 0.216 0.252 0.000 0.258 0.000 0.255-0.003 0.255 -0.002 0.237 -0.002

(m‚‚s) (13)1 0.113 0.155 0.004 0.155 0.006 0.159 0.006 NA NA
OH‚‚OdC (13)2 0.214 0.267 0.017 0.266 0.010 0.269 0.012 NA NA
H-bond (14)1 0.109 0.155 0.009 0.153 0.008 0.163 0.014 0.153 0.008

(14)2 0.205 0.259 0.018 0.256 0.010 0.266 0.018 0.257 0.012
(15)1 0.112 0.150 0.001 0.150 0.002 0.155 0.004 0.152 0.003
(15)2 0.211 0.249 0.002 0.255 0.002 0.255 0.002 0.253 0.002
(16)1 0.116 0.151 -0.003 0.151 -0.001 0.152 -0.003 0.156 0.004
(16)2 0.216 0.249 -0.003 0.257 -0.001 0.260 0.001 0.256 0.000

NH‚‚OdC (17)1 0.120 0.165 0.007 0.167 0.009 0.170 0.009 0.165 0.007
H-bond (17)2 0.230 0.285 0.019 0.288 0.014 0.291 0.017 0.289 0.017

NCH3‚‚OdC (18)1 0.122 0.164 0.004 0.167 0.008 0.169 0.007 0.165 0.006
H-bond (18)2 0.232 0.283 0.015 0.288 0.013 0.286 0.011 0.283 0.010
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Discussion
The procedure presented here yields measurements of the

electronic contributions of chemical interactions where charge-
density modulation is mediated to the metal center. This finding
expands the scope of themolecular potentiometerbeyond the
previously demonstrated study of coordination interactions.

For ligand molecules13, 14, and 17, which can form a
conventional H-bond interaction (-OH, -NH groups) with the
surrounding solvent molecules, we found substantially positive
values for∆Qresidual. The∆Qresidualvalues became close to zero,

as expected, for the calculated complexes [Ni]-PyroBPheid-
Me‚(m‚‚3)2, m ) 13, 14, and17where each of the coordinated
ligand molecules forms an H-bond interaction with a DMF
solvent molecule. These calculations explicitly consider H-bond
interactions between the axially ligated metal complexes and
solvent molecules at each of the axial ligands’ H-bond donor
groups. Overall, the results obtained for the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-
Me‚(13‚‚3)2, [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me(14‚‚3)2, and [Ni]-PyroB-
Pheid-Me‚(17‚‚3)2 complexes clearly show that including the
two H-bond interactions between the-OH or -NH groups of

Figure 1. Residual fragmental charge-transfer values (∆Qresidual, e-) for the [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n complexes, wherem represents ligands
having no H-bond donor groups. The calculated structures are shown schematically. The spectroscopic data were measured in tetramethylurea
(horizontal bars),N,N-dimethylacetamide (vertical bars),N,N-dimethylformamide (dotted), acetone (white), and toluene (gray).
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the ligand molecules and the CdO groups of the DMF solvent
molecule is required, and was sufficient for obtaining quantita-
tive agreement with the experimental data, yielding∆Qresidual

values approaching zero, within error limits (Figures 3a,b, and
4a, respectively). These results provide quantitative agreement
of the experimentally measured and computationally derived
fragmental charge-transfer values for the H-bond contributions.
Namely, ∆Qresidual values obtained for the complexes are
consistent with the excess fragmental charge transfer because
of specific H-bond interactions of the two ligand molecules with
the surrounding solvent molecules. Introduction of an alkyl

(-CH2-, and-CH2-CH2-) spacer between the-OH group
and the ligand’sπ conjugated system (form ) 15, 16, Figure
3c,d, respectively) resulted in∆Qresidualvalues approaching zero.
Hence, the communication between the H-bonding site and the
metal center relies on electronic delocalization that is blocked
by the introduction of even a single methyl group. These results
show the fine details that can be obtained by the procedure
demonstrated here, presenting a direct and accurate gauge for
following the molecular details of fragmental charge transfer
in a solvent environment, caused by metal-ligand coordination
interactions, and other interactions such as H-bonds to the

Figure 2. Residual fragmental charge-transfer values (∆Qresidual, e-) for [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n complexes.
Data are presented for ligands having O-H H-bond donor groups: 4-hydroxypyridine (a), 3-hydroxypyridine (b), 4-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine (c),
and 4-(hydroxyethyl)pyridine (d). The calculated structures are shown schematically. The spectroscopic data were measured in tetramethylurea
(horizontal bars),N,N-dimethylacetamide (vertical bars),N,N-dimethylformamide (dotted), acetone (white), and toluene (gray).The calculated structures
used for charge analysis are shown.

Figure 3. Residual fragmental charge-transfer values (∆Qresidual, e-) for [Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(m)n and [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(m‚‚s)n complexes.
Data are presented for ligands having a N-H H-bond donor group for imidazole17 (a) and the C-H group for 1-methylimidazole18 (b). The
calculated structures are shown schematically. The spectroscopic data were measured in tetramethylurea (horizontal bars),N,N-dimethylacetamide
(vertical bars),N,N-dimethylformamide (dotted), acetone (white), and toluene (gray).
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surrounding, with the end result involving charge-density
transfer to the metal center. These findings clearly show that
∆Qresidual is directly related to the fragmental charge transfer
induced by the H-bond formation,∆QH-bond. Thus, the proce-
dure presented here yields a quantitative measurement of
fragmental charge-transfer quantities to the metal center induced
by ligand-solvent interactions and mediated or blocked by the
ligand electronic structure. The magnitudes of these values range
from 0.005 to 0.008 e- per single H-bond (Table 4), depending
on the axial ligand and solvent, at the levels of theory
considered. Notably, these values are comparable in magnitude
to the differences obtained by comparing various para-
substituted pyridine derivatives (e.g., 0.006 e- per ligand
molecule for 4-NMe2-pyridine vs 4-H-substituted pyridine).26

In particular, the role of H-bond formation by the free N-H
group of axially ligated imidazole (17) on the coordinated metal
electron density and reactivity is highly relevant in many
biological systems where histidines are found in the coordination
sphere and often interact with additional ligands via H-bond
formation. The electronic effects induced by such H-bond
interactions to metal-bound ligands may have important con-
sequences for understanding the reactivity of metalloenzymes
and redox proteins, where amino acids with H-bond acceptor
or donor functionality, such as histidine, cysteine, and tyrosine,
are widely found. We found relatively large∆Qresidual values,
as compared to other H-bond interactions studied here, for the
[Ni] -PyroBPheid-Me‚(17)n complex, ranging between 0.007
and 0.009 e- per ligand molecule, depending on the solvent.
Explicit consideration of the H-bond interaction between the
ligand N-H and solvent CdO groups for the [Ni]-PyroBP-
heid-Me‚(17‚‚3)2 complex resulted in excellent agreement of
the calculated fragmental charge transfer,∆NLig

NPA, and the

spectroscopically measured band shifts,∆EQx
obs, yielding a

∆Qresidualvalue close to zero (Figure 3a).
Our findings are in line with previous studies which found

that H-bond formation to coordinated imidazole ligands plays
an important role in the control of reactivity, ligand binding
affinity, redox potentials, and electron-transfer rates.45 The data
shown here clarifies some of the mechanistic and molecular
details involved in protein active site reactivity control by the
H-bond-induced fragmental charge transfer. Such mechanisms
may be valuable in the design and understanding of catalysis,
since H-bond formation and breakage requires moderate invest-
ments of free energy, yet results in electronic effects that are
comparable to covalent modification of the ligands. Furthermore,
since the H-bond formation occurs in the second coordination
shell, structural reorganization of the metal’s coordination sphere
is minimal, resulting in low-energy changes that may be
involved.

Interestingly, the amount of fragmental charge transfer
because of the N-H‚‚‚OdC interactions for the imidazole (17)
is substantially larger, compared with the 3- and 4-hydroxy-
pyridines (13, 14). This result is counter to the order of
calculated H-bond energies (Table 2). However, this phenom-
enon may be explained by the fact that, in the case of imidazole,
the N-H group is part of the ligand heterocycle, allowing direct
electronic communication of the fragmental charge transfer. In
the hydroxypyridines, the-OH group is attached to the
heterocycle as a pendant group. This interpretation is consistent
with the results for [Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(15)2 and [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me‚(16)2, where the addition of one or two
-CH2- group(s) is sufficient to block the fragmental charge
transfer from the H-bond through the ligand electronic system
to the metal center. Thus, the amount of H-bond-induced

fragmental charge transfer is not necessarily correlated with the
bond energy but, rather, with the electronic details of the
fragmental charge-transfer pathway. The sensitivity and selectiv-
ity of the experimental procedure presented here enables the
measurement of electronic contributions because of weak
interactions in the solution phase, as demonstrated here for weak
H-bonds. We studied the effect of replacing the N-H group of
imidazole with the N-CH3 group in 1-methylimidazole ([Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me‚(18)n, Figure 3b). In this case, we found that
the∆Qresidualvalues are smaller than in the imidazole (m ) 17)
case. However, these values are substantially and consistently
positive for the various solvents investigated, ranging between
0.005 and 0.007 e- per H-bond interaction. When the calculation
explicitly includes a weak H-bond interaction of the type
N-CH3‚‚‚OdC between the two 1-methylimidazole ligand
molecules and the carbonyl group of two DMF solvent molecule,
the ∆Qresidual value is decreased considerably, from 0.011 to
0.006 e-. Thus, after including the weak H-bond interaction
between axially ligated 1-methylimidazole molecules (18) and
the DMF solvent molecules, we still find an underestimation
on the order of 0.003 e- per H-bond interaction of the calculated
fragmental charge transfer compared with the experimental data.
This may result from the difficulty to accurately account for
such weak interactions by HDFT methods, such as those
presented by the relatively weak N-CH3‚‚‚OdC H-bond.
Hence, the underestimated residual values may be attributed to
the deficiency in HDFT methods for accounting for the
dispersion interaction component typical for weak interactions.
In particular, it was shown that HDFT methods fail to accurately
describe weakly bound clusters and weak H-bonds.46-48 The
data presented in Table 2 for the weak H-bond pairs (8‚‚3) and
(18‚‚3) support this finding, where the HDFT calculation yield
substantially underestimated bond enthalpies compared to the
MP2 values, by 5.3 and 7.1 kJ/mol, respectively. Interestingly,
we also obtained a positive∆Qresidual value of 0.0025 e- per
ligand for 3,5-methyl pyridine ([Ni]-PyroBPheid-Me‚(8)2,
Figure 1c). This deviation is accounted for computationally by
including two DMF molecules that form a weak H-bond
interaction with the two ligands via the ligand’s C-H group at
the para position. This finding is consistent with the calculation
for the (8‚‚3) pair, predicting a slightly negative H-bond enthalpy
(Table 2). The H-bond enthalpy is further enhanced in the
solvent-ligand metal-bound pair, as found by comparing
interaction energies (∆∆EHB, Table 1) for the (8‚‚3) and [Ni]-
PyroBPheid-Me‚(8‚‚3)n complexes, by 5.4 and 2.1 kJ/mol for
n ) 1,2, respectively. Thus, we find various cases where the
amount of fragmental charge transfer induced by a weak
C-H‚‚‚OdC H-bond can be measured. Although the absolute
value is found to be smaller than that associated with conven-
tional H-bonds, the value is the same order of magnitude and,
more importantly, results in profound effects regarding the
electronic structure of the ligand molecule.

Concluding Remarks

We have introduced a spectroscopic tool for direct experi-
mental measurement of fragmental charge transfer to transition
metal center induced by H-bond interactions. The approach
presented here was shown to provide the means for accurate
measurement of charge density contributions induced by H-
bonds in a solvent environment without introducing modifica-
tions that may affect the studied systems. Furthermore, the
meticulous study of molecular details involved in the com-
munication of chemical information from second-shell interac-
tions to the metal center was demonstrated. Our results highlight
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the particular role of second-shell interactions often found in
metalloenzymes in tuning their catalytic reactivity, as found
independently in many biological systems. Collectively, our
findings demonstrate a substantial modulation of the ligand
electronic structure and metal charge density due to ligand-
solvent H-bond interactions. The picture revealed here indicates
that solvent molecules involved in H-bond interactions may have
a significant impact on charge density at the metal center. As
such, H-bond interactions, commonly found between the first
and second coordination spheres of metal centers in biological
systems, are highly significant in fine-tuning the ligand as well
as the metal electronic properties. Histidines, widely found in
various metalloenzyme catalytic sites, appear to be highly
optimized ligands for structuring a versatile metal coordination
sphere as well as introducing an efficient and flexible handle
via H-bond formation to the ligand-NH group, as demonstrated
for imidazole. Such interactions, either with water, substrate
molecules, or the amino acids of a protein, may result in
substantial modulation of charge density at the metal center
during the catalytic activity. In particular, attention should be
given to the presence of water molecules that may impose
significant electronic effects on the catalytic metal center by
forming specific H-bond interactions. Finally, our data show
that weak interactions, such as C-H‚‚‚OdC H-bonds, may have
a significant impact on the ligand as well as on the metal
electronic structure and charge density. Although these interac-
tions are weak in terms of free energy, their impact on charge
density is in the same range as found for conventional H-bonds.
The combined experimental and computational scheme pre-
sented here is expected to offer molecular tools capable of
providing quantitative data on the extent of fragmental charge
transfer in versatile chemical systems’ interactions.
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